
Gidge Fire News and Advice - Feb 2016

What a summer so far. Numerous fires, both large and small, multiple losses of life and
property, but in many cases uplifting stories of survival.

We have seen communities rally together, and many cases of individual and collective
support for those who fought the fires and directly supported them, and for those
communities so badly affected.

Locally worthy of note were the CWA ladies who made sandwiches etc for the Incident
Control team stationed at the Gidge fire shed during the Noble Falls Fire. 2 of these had
evacuated from their homes as a result of the fire, but still cheerfully helped. These ladies
can be a godsend in times of crisis, including for so many when they fall on difficult times.
Like the CWA all of you who volunteer in so many ways within your community contribute so
much to community resilience and cohesion.  “If our hopes of building a better and safer
world are to become more than wishful thinking, we will need the engagement of volunteers
more than ever.” Former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan

There were also the several cases of residents who paid for or dropped off food and drinks
for local firefighters when they were dealing with the multiple lightning fires early in January.
This sort of tangible gesture really does boost the morale of our volunteers who give so
much time and effort on our behalf. 

Gidge has had its fair share of fires, fortunately only one of major extent (Noble Falls).
However there have been 40+ smaller fires in the past couple of months, many suspicious n
and also many from lightning. On Thurs 8th Jan brigades attended 16 fires from lightning in
Gidge over a few hours, followed by 2 more delayed outbreaks on Fri 9th, 2 more suspicious
fires that evening, and another delayed outbreak from lightning on Sun 10th Jan. There were
reports of several more ignitions from lightning extinguished by residents which brigades did
not attend. 

ANY ONE OF THESE COULD HAVE BECOME A LARGE AND DANGEROUS FIRE

Already the "blame game" for the Waroona, Yarloop, Esperance and other fires has started,
some of it justified, some of it not. These fires will be the subject of enquiries, but themes
consistent with outcomes from previous enquiries are already emerging. These include
inadequate prevention such as hazard reduction burning, response issues, emergency
services being overwhelmed, communications and water supply networks failing, inadequate
information and warnings, not to mention loss of life, both human and livestock, numerous
injuries, loss of buildings, infrastructure and pasture, and social dislocation.

What is concerning is that since the mid 2000's there has been an escalating trend of
megafires and property losses in WA and at levels which had not occurred in the previous 4
decades. Factors include climate change, increasing populations in higher risk areas,
inadequate hazard reduction etc. But is this all that has changed? Are we becoming less
resilient as communities, and more reliant on others doing what we traditionally did
ourselves in this regard. World wide 
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The last time major change occurred which actually translated itself into a dramatic reduction
in house and property losses was after the 1960-61 "summer from hell" which included the
south west fires that wiped Dwellingup and a number of other towns off the map, severely
impacted a number of others and in total burnt over 500,000 Ha in the South West Land
Division alone over just a few weeks. Gidgegannup itself was hit during this period, with the
7,000 Ha "Goldman" fire starting near Preedy rd and reaching Campersic rd a few hours
later.

The 1960/61 fires were followed by a Royal Commission, and the changes brought about,
including an appropriate programme of hazard reduction, contributed having a greatly
reduced number of large fires, and house and property losses in WA remaining at very low
levels for the next 40 years. 

What is needed is a "big picture" look at the whole scope of Bush Fire Risk Management, ie
the 4 fundamentals of Prevention, Preparedness, Response and Recovery so that
community safety is enhanced. While enquiries have been announced to look at recent fires,
we really do need something much more wide ranging and robust, similar to the 1961 Royal
Commission which had such a profound positive effect on community safety for 40 years.
This needs to focus on so much more than the recent fires, and to try and identify the
underlying causes for this worrying trend, and to bring about the changes required to reverse
that trend.

In the words of a joint statement by the Association of Volunteer Bush Fire Brigades,
Emergency Services Volunteer Association, State Emergency Service Volunteers
Association, and WA Farmers, "Let us seize this opportunity to make as great a positive
contribution as did our forefathers towards community safety, not only for ourselves, but for
the next generation".
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